
Distance and Online Education (DOE) has partnered with
Dana Fowler, Associate Professor (Instructional) in the
College of Nursing, to share this online course model.
Please see below for assignments that Dana gives
students using online collaborate documents, the
instructions she provides, and sample student
submissions.

See the DOE Online Course
Models webpage to hear
more about Dana’s story.

Scroll to see how Dana uses
online collaborative
documents in her courses.
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Distance and Online Education

WELCOME!

Would you like to improve student interactions in your online course? The DOE
Effective Instruction Guide shares strategies to increase online student
engagement and motivation. Our staff can assist you at all stages of course
development – from initial conception to final implementation – following
evidence-based best practices. Our instructional designers will partner with you
to provide customized course design recommendations that fit your teaching
style, course goals, and address your students’ needs to enhance your online
course. 

Boost student engagement and motivation

REQUEST A CONSULTATION

Case studies are common in Dana’s courses. Here you see instructions on the initial slide of a
case study discussion where student groups share decisions in a collaborative online PowerPoint
document. Notice the alignment of these instructions with the module learning objectives.

Module learning objective
#5 is explicitly mentioned in
the assignment instructions.

Alignment
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CASE STUDIES

Practical Application

Following the instructions slide above, each group starts with a slide in the collaborative online
PowerPoint where they are provided a link to their case inside ICON.

Students then create slides to report out final recommendations from their group. 

Dana’s students are practicing real-world
collaboration while also producing a
shared document with each group’s
conclusions for easy download and later
reference.
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CASE STUDIES DISCUSSIONS
Dana is able to comment on specific slides to start a conversation with student groups. Dana uses shared online PowerPoint documents to replace her use of ICON discussion

boards. Here she assigns different prompts for each student as they build shared knowledge.
Students see document edits in real-time, which adds to the sense that they are working
together in their asynchronous course.

Visual Aids
PowerPoint makes it
easier for students to
add visuals to their
discussion contributions.
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GRADING AND FEEDBACKVISUAL ANALYSIS
In addition to commenting on specific slides, Dana can use the Version History feature
within online PowerPoints to see which students are actively working inside the
document. Dana mentioned that this helps her identify “leaders, followers, and closers”.

Dana is able to add x-ray scans in her PowerPoints and then ask student groups to
diagnose what they see. Again, each group has a different slide in the same
PowerPoint, which makes for efficient class-wide sharing.

Version History
See which students added,
removed, and modified
elements on the slide.

Image-Based Discussion
PowerPoint make it easy for Dana to
distribute different x-rays on separate
slides for student groups to analyze.


